
 MicroTune Spring Tensioner Set Up

This new tensioning mechanism allows ease of adjustment, as well 
as a much greater degree of precision and accuracy in fine scale 
tuning. The “slide tensioner” delivers resolution over 21/2 times 
more precisely than any other system and gives greater tension 
range from Axis Percussion’s extension springs. Now, spring 
adjustments are easy and fast.

Refer to Axis setting And Adjustment sheet for location of 
parts listed here. 

Adding the microtune spring tensioner to any Axis single or 
double pedal is easy when following these steps:

1.  Remove spring assembly 
from axles. Older models 
use socket set screws, 
newer models combine 
set screws and drum key 
screws.

  note: Removal and 
assembly on double 
pedals is greatly simplified 
by removal of the left cap 
screw on the Auxiliary 
head Assembly Bridge 
and loosening the right cap screw. This allows the Auxiliary 
head to pivot forward, clearing the way for the exchange of 
spring Rockers. Refer to 10  Auxiliary head Assembly detail 
(shown above right)

2.  Remove spring Bracket Assembly. Refer to A  spring Bracket 
Assembly detail (shown right). 

3.  New spring bracket attaches to the same tapped holes as the 
old spring assembly. Install new spring Bracket Post Assembly, 
which is the lowest section of the microtune spring tensioner, 
using the new cap screws (8-32 x 1/4 length) provided. 

4.  Slide the new assemblies onto axles so that the drum key tension 
screws are facing aft (toward heel).

5.  For installation on double pedals, reattach Auxiliary head 
Assembly.

6.  Both adjustments, beater angle and spring tension, can be set 
with ease.
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